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Aerospace Transporter and Lifting Body
Activities in Europe and Potential









In order to be able to understand Germany's great interest in a
participation in the Space Shuttle system, at first some remarks
should be made regarding the work so far performed in Europe.
Stimulated by professor S_iJqger's concept of a space glider at the
end of the Second World War, German space activities started
approximately in 1962 with first studies on a space transporter system
within our national program. (Fig. 1)
These studies, which went mope into depth from year to year, showed
that the costs of such a European Space Shuttle (Fig. 2) were definite-
ly too high. In 1966 a further joint German/French study (Fig. 3)
investigated, besides the financial problems, also the technical as-
pects. The estimated costs at that time, amounting to approximately
969
20 billion German marks (approximately 5 billion _ ), were extremely
high for European standards. At the same time, the structural weight
uncertainties became quite evident during the layout of an orbiter,
thus adding to the overall technical uncertainties. The orbiter, en-
visioned at that time, should have been capable of transporting a pay-
load of approximately 3 tons into a 500-km circular orbit. However,
the great uncertainties concerning structure, engines and thermal
insulation did not justify a continuation in this direction.
For these reasons, all plans so far made have been changed complete-
ly. The new course was directed to detail investigations in the field
of re-entry vehicles, as the basis for future design and development
concepts in the direction of a space shuttle. Fundamental investigat-









This program permitted the continuation of work to acquire realistic
data in the field of aero-space transporters.
This program offered also the opportunity to test the wind tunnels,
which have been rebuilt between 1960 and 1970, thus step by step
measurements, from subsonic to hypersonic speed, could be made
(Fig. 4, Fig. 5, Fig. 6).
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2. Preliminary Work Regarding Re-Entry Problems
In 1966 extensive theoretical investigations started regarding the
configuration of re-entry vehicles. The first comprehensive computer
programs in the field of aerodynamics and aerothermodynamics have
been furnished. Then the first configuration of a lifting body configu-
ration - LB 1 - (Fig. 7) has been elaborated to such a degree that
wind tunnel measurements (Fig. 8) could be made. These wind
tunnel measurements showed that, in particular, the lateral stability
was insufficient, which necessitated improvements of the stabilizer&
Further developments and improvements ted to the version LB 1 0
(Fig. 9), which was also tested in the wind tunnel. The lateral stabi-
lity was, indeed, improved, but further modifications were necessary,
thus, finally, the configuration LB 21 (Fig. 10) led to satisfactory
results. LB 21 was tested under sub-, trans-, super- and hypersonic
conditions. During all tests, LB 21 showed sufficient stability (Fig. 11).
For subsonic flight an additional central fin became necessary, which
had not been foreseen in the original concept.
Apart from the aerodynamic investigations, flight mechanical analyses
have been conducted, utilizing comprehensive computer programs.
The first subsonic flight tests with a 10 ft. free-flight model (Bumemang)
fop parachute landing (Fig. 12) have been successfully completed off
Heligoland (North Sea/Germany) and Sardenia (Mediterranian/Italy)
(Fig. 13, 14, 15). The flight tests and their evaluation showed an
excellent flight behavior for a center of gravity location at 52 %. The
results of the flight tests exceeded, particularly in the case of high
angles of incidence, all expectations with regard to the flight quality
971
The Fig, 16 - 17 show the recuperation phase of the lifting body
'_urnerang".
FoP hypersonic flight we regarded aerothermodynamic investigations
as very essential. Therefore, computer programs were established
for the calculation of temperature distributions on the flight ve-
hicle; moreover, corresponding wind tunnel measurements have been
made (Fig. 18). In addition to these investigations, first steps to-
wards the development of a re-usable thermal insulation system were
made, especially regarding the hot nose region. (Fig. 19, 20, 21).
Various materials on the basts of ceramics were tested in the exhaust
of a rocket in a horizontal test stand and evaluated.
All these activities were directed towards the construction and testing
of a re-entry vehicle of approximately 8.10 m length and a weight of
approximately 600 kg - to establish a basis for a potential future design
of a space shuttle system.
When in 1969 the first news about an American Space Shuttle arrived
and the American invitation for a cooperation was received, there
were already existing teams, at least in Germany, with considerable ex-
periences in this field. It may welt be that our national program, which
foresees subsonic to supersonic free flights in the following years,
wilt be reduced or even stopped in favor of a full participation in the
Space Shuttle program.
These were, in general, the background and prerequisites, which have
led to our involvement and participation tn the US Space Shuttle Pro-
gram.
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3. Cooperation with MDC in the Space Shuttle Phase B.
The objective of our cooperation with MDC during Phase B was to
obtain in-depth first-hand impressions of the problems _"elated to
the Space Shuttle. Only if the Peal problems ape identified, precise
ideas can be conceived, as to the contributions Europe is factually
able to make - and ought to make. An effective cooperation had,
therefore, to be establishedj in order to become really well acqua't_nt-
ed with the new problems.
This goal was achieved in the following manner:
a) Full integration of ERNO personnel into the MDC project
teams (Fig. 22), where our team leader was participating
in all essential meetings;
b) Construction of wind tunnel models for wind tunnel measure-
ments in Germany and preparation of free-flight tests on an
orbiter model S
c) elaboration of proposals, as to which parts can be built in
Europe.
Thus erfecti.ve contributions have been made during Phase B, care-
fully avoiding duplication of work.
Furthermore, it was demonstrated that, on the other side of the
Atlantic, wind tunnel models (Figs. 23 and 24) can be built in very
short periods of time, and wind tunnel tests data £an be
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transmitted quickly and efficiently. These tests have been made at (Ftg.
the DFVLR (Deutsche Forschungs- und Versuchsanstalt fQr Lull- und
Raumfahrt = German Research and Test Establishment for Aero-
nautics and Astronautics) in Porz-Wahn and, later, in G6ttingen. The
test data were transmitted daily by telex.
25)
The following test programs have been performed:
- 6-component measurement with 3 alternate
wing configurations and 2 different vertical
tails in the DFVLR tow speed tunnel;
- 6-component measurements with engine simulation;
- Flow field visualizations;
- boundary layer measurements;
- at present, preparations for transsonic
measurements are under way.
Additional free-flight tests wilt support the aerodynamic and aeromechanic
investigations in critical flight regimes (Fig. 26).
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Apart from this immediate support during Phase B, our most essential
aim, namely the "determination of potential German or European
orbiter components", has been consistently pursued, Speaking in
more detail, the work performed has been based on the following
philosophy; after- an initial cooperation period o£ about 6 months, a
carefully selected additional group was assigned to MDC, to identify
orbiter structural components, which could realistically be built
in Europe or Germany, respectively within the time schedule and on
the basis of the technology requirements. This second team, which
consisted o£ specialists in the fields of manufacturing, design,




- Wing Structure (as a joint European project).
A corresponding report was submitted to the Federal German Ministry
of Education and Science, and, in October 1971 ,a presentation of the
preliminary results has been made,
The careful selection of components, regarding the existing technical
and financial potentials, has considerably strengthened the credibility
that a substantial contribution is feasible, especially, since the
sizes o£ the components selected are of the same order o£ magnitude
as the components for the European Airbus (Fig. 28, 29)
9_
4. Conclusion
The example of the ERNO-VFW-FOKKER activities should serve
to demonstrate the work so far done and the potentials existing in
Europe for a Space Shuttle participation.
From the technical point of view, a European, respectively, German
participation should come to existence. This necessitates a participat-
ion in the orbiter development with regard to technology, management
and experience. A participation would , furthermore.', enable Europe or
Germany to contribute experiences in the fields ol= aerodynamics and
aerothermodynamics.
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FIG. 1 E. SANGERS CONCEPT OF A SPACE GLIDER (1 944) 
-:;:\I/ .........,_..I,  -::?%::::;  
........... ... . ..._., . 
FIG. 2 ERN0 SPACE SHUTTLE CONCEPT (1963) 
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FIG. 3 NA-SNECMA- ERN0 HORIZONTAL TAKE-OFF 
SPACE SHUTTLE CONCEPT 1966 
FIG. 4 SUBSONIC WIND TUNNEL DFVLR POWZ-WAHN 
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FIG. 5 TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL DFVLR- PORZ-WAHN 
FIG. 6 HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL 
D LR-AVA-GOTTI N GEN 
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FIG.  7 LIFTING BODY CONFIGURATION LB- 1 




FIG. 10 LIFTING BODY CONFIGURATION LB-21
AERODYNAMIC TRIM CHARACTERISTICS
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FIG. 16 LE-21 BUMERANG ON A PARACHUTE 
SYSTEM 
FIG. 17 RECUPERATION OF LB-21 BUMERANG 
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FIG. 18 LB-21 SILICON RUBBER MODEL FOR 
THERMAL MAPPING TESTS 
FIG. 19 CERAMIC TPS ON ROCKET TEST STAND 
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FIG. 20 GENERAL VIEW OF THE EXPERIMENTAL ROCKET SET UP 
FOR TPS-TEST 
FIG. 21 TPSTESTRUN 
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! I -  
FIG. 22 ERNO PERSONNEL ASSIGNED T O  THE MDC SPACE SHUTTLE 
PROJECT TEAM 
FIG. 23 ERNO SUBSONIC WIND TUNNEL MODEL OF THE MDC ORBITER 
FIG. 24 ERN0 TRANS-/SUPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL MODEL OF THE 
MDC ORBITER 
FIG. 25 SUBSONIC WIND TUNNEL TEST WITH ABES 
SIMULATION AT DFVLR PORZ-WAHN 
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F I G .  26 SUBSONIC FREE-FLIGHT MODEL (MDC-ORBITER) 
27 SELECTED GERMAN STRUCTURE COMPONENTS 
ON ORBITER 
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FIG. 28 EXAMPLE OF A SUBASSEMBLY JIG 
(AIRBUS A 300 B) 
FIG. 29 SKIN PANEL ADAPTION AND DRILL JIG 
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